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Abstract
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can enhance the performance of cellular networks, due to their
high mobility and efficient deployment. In this paper, we present a first study on how the user mobility
affects the UAVs’ trajectories of a multiple-UAV assisted wireless communication system. Specifically,
we consider the UAVs are deployed as aerial base stations to serve ground users who move between
different regions. We maximize the throughput of ground users in the downlink communication by
optimizing the UAVs’ trajectories, while taking into account the impact of the user mobility, propulsion
energy consumption, and UAVs’ mutual interference. We formulate the problem as a route selection
problem in an acyclic directed graph. Each vertex represents a task associated with a reward on the
average user throughput in a region-time point, while each edge is associated with a cost on the energy
propulsion consumption during flying and hovering. For the centralized trajectory design, we first
propose the shortest path scheme that determines the optimal trajectory for the single UAV case. We also
propose the centralized route selection (CRS) scheme to systematically compute the optimal trajectories
for the more general multiple-UAV case. Due to the NP-hardness of the centralized problem, we consider
the distributed trajectory design that each UAV selects its trajectory autonomously. We formulate the
UAVs’ interactions as a route selection game. We prove that it is a potential game with the finite
improvement property, which guarantees our proposed distributed route selection (DRS) scheme will
converge to a pure strategy Nash equilibrium within a finite number of iterations. Simulation results
show that our DRS scheme results in a near-optimal performance that achieves 95% of the maximal total
payoff. Moreover, it achieves the highest average payoff and energy efficiency among the benchmark
greedy path and circular path schemes.
Part of this paper was presented in [18]. Yao Tang, Man Hon Cheung, and Tat M. Lok are with the Department of
Information Engineering, the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK), Shatin, N.T., Hong Kong. E-mail: {ty018, mhcheung,
tmlok}@ie.cuhk.edu.hk.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivations
Wireless communication assisted by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is a promising tech-
nology to enhance the performance enhancement of the cellular networks. Specifically, UAVs
are expected to be deployed in the fifth generation (5G) wireless networks [1]–[3] by serving
as aerial base stations (BSs) or relays to boost the capacity and the coverage of the existing
cellular networks [4]–[7]. The key reasons for the potential performance enhancement are their
high mobility, efficient deployment, and high probabilities of establishing line-of-sight (LOS)
connections towards ground users, which improves the quality of service (QoS). Thus, UAVs
can be deployed to provide Internet coverage to rural areas or cell edges with weak signals,
provide extra service capacity for temporary events (such as major sports events and outdoor
activities), and restoring communications in emergencies [1].
In recent years, the industry has already started to implement UAV-assisted wireless networks.
For example, Google has launched the Loon Project [8] with the intention to provide Internet
access worldwide. To support the deployment of UAVs, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) has studied how the current cellular networks can accommodate UAVs, as well as how to
deploy UAV BSs in a convenient and technically feasible manner. For example, its Report in [9]
studied how well the existing Long Term Evolution (LTE) radio network can provide services to
low-altitude UAVs and the provision of 5G new radio services from high-altitude platforms. All
these efforts aim to combine UAVs and cellular technologies in a mutually beneficial manner in
5G wireless networks [10].
To efficiently provide communication services through UAVs, it is important to consider the
trajectory design problem regarding where and when should the operators deploy the UAVs. Prior
researches on UAV-enabled wireless communications have mainly focused on the UAVs’ trajec-
tory design to improve different QoS requirements [11]–[18]. The authors in [11] maximized
the minimum throughput over ground users in the downlink communication by optimizing the
user scheduling, power control and the UAVs trajectory. [12] investigated the optimal trajectory
of UAVs equipped with multiple antennas for maximizing sum-rate in uplink communications.
The work in [13] studied the throughput maximization problem in mobile relaying systems
by optimizing the source/relay transmit power along with the relay trajectory. Moreover, the
UAVs transmit power and trajectory were jointly optimized to maximize the minimum average
3throughput within a given time length in [14]. Furthermore, the authors in [15] proposed a new
cyclical multiple access scheme that the UAV flies cyclically above the ground, and characterized
the max-min throughput by optimally allocating the transmission time to ground terminals based
on the UAV position. In [16], a UAV was dispatched to disseminate a common file to a set
of ground terminals (GTs) and the authors aimed to design the UAV trajectory to minimize
its mission completion time, and [17] optimized the trajectory design to maximize the amount
of energy transferred to all energy receivers during a finite charging period. The above studies
mainly focus on communication performance improvement and the technical challenges that
exist in trajectory design are energy limitation, interference mitigation, and user mobility.
Since UAVs consume a significant amount of energy to support their mobility, it motivated
the design of the energy-efficient UAV communication via trajectory design in [19]–[22]. The
authors of [19] focused on the energy efficient maximization of a fixed-wing UAV enabled
communication for given flight duration. The work in [20] minimizes the total rotary-wing UAV
energy consumption while satisfying the individual target communication throughput requirement
for multiple ground nodes. Moreover, the UAV worked as the mobile data collector has been
studied in [21], which minimized the maximum energy consumption of all sensor nodes while
ensuring that the required amount of data is collected reliably from each sensor node. The author
in [22] further studied the trade off between UAV’s energy consumption and that of the ground
terminals it communicating with.
Besides energy consumption, another important aspect in the trajectory design is related to
the interference management. As UAVs have high probabilities to establish LOS connections
with targets, which will increase the intended signal for the target and also the interference for
others, like the ground BSs. To address this challenge, current researchers provide a number of
techniques, such as the full dimension Multi-input Multi-output (MIMO) multiple antenna BSs,
UAVs with directional antennas and beamforming capabilities and power control. The authors
in [23] proposed a novel interference-aware path planning scheme for a multi-UAV network to
minimize the interference they cause on the ground network.
More importantly, all of these studies in [11]–[23] did not consider the user mobility into
UAVs’ trajectory design. In practice, the users may move from one place to another at different
times due to their requirements. For instance, the stadium may experience communication
congestion if a concert holds on it, and if not, it may have fewer user demand. If we do not
consider the mobility, we will not be able to estimate the demand accurately. As a result, we
4cannot deploy UAVs to the proper locations at the right times, which reduces the number of
users that we can serve.
B. Contributions
In this paper, we maximize the throughput of ground users in the downlink communication
by optimizing the UAVs’ trajectories, while taking into account the impact of the user mobility,
propulsion energy consumption, and UAVs’ mutual interference. We utilize the Mobility Markov
Chains (MMC) [24], [25] to model the ground users’ movement during a period, so we can
estimate the location-and-time dependent user demand. The throughput depends on the UAVs’
mutual interference. Both the user demand and throughput together define the reward function.
Moreover, the UAV propulsion energy consumption, based on the results in the literature (e.g.
[20]), is defined in the cost function. We formulate the problem as a route selection problem
in an acyclic directed graph. Each vertex represents a task associated with a reward, and each
edge is associated with a cost. First, we study the centralized trajectory design, we propose the
shortest path scheme that determines the optimal trajectory for the single UAV case. We also
propose the CRS scheme to systematically compute the optimal trajectories for the more general
multiple-UAV case. Due to the NP-hardness of the centralized problem, we formulate the UAVs’
interactions as a route selection game. We prove that it is a potential game with the FIP, which
guarantees our proposed DRS scheme will converge to a pure strategy Nash equilibrium within a
finite number of iterations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that brings the user
mobility into the UAVs trajectory design, while taking both the propulsion energy consumption
and interference mitigation into account.
We summarize the key results and contributions as follows:
• A general model of UAV trajectory design: We present a general model of the UAVs’ trajec-
tory design with the location-and-time dependent user demand, UAV mutual interference,
and propulsion energy consumption.
• Centralized optimal trajectory design: For the centralized trajectory design, we propose the
shortest path scheme for the single UAV case and also the CRS scheme for the multiple-UAV
case.
• Distributed route selection algorithm: We formulate the UAVs’ trajectory design as the
route selection game, which is a potential game with the FIP. This property guarantees that
5our proposed DRS scheme will converge to a pure strategy Nash equilibrium within a finite
number of iterations.
• Superior performance: The proposed DRS scheme achieves the best performance in terms
of the average payoff and energy efficiency when comparing with various benchmark
algorithms, namely the greedy path (GP) scheme and the circular path (CP) scheme [19],
[26].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model. Section III
presents the problem formulation and the optimal schemes for the centralized trajectory design.
Section IV shows the DRS scheme for the distributed trajectory design. Simulation results are
provided in Section V and Section VI concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. UAVs, Regions, and Time Slots
As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a multiple-UAV assisted wireless communication system,
where M ≥ 1 UAVs work as aerial BSs for providing Internet services to ground users located in
L > 1 regions. The region and UAV sets are denoted as L = {1, . . . , L} and M = {1, . . . ,M},
respectively. We assume that all the UAVs share the same frequency band for communication
over slotted time t ∈ T = {1, . . . , T}. Each UAV serves its associated users via multiple access
techniques (e.g., TDMA, CDMA, or OFDMA) over a number of orthogonal channels, and it is
connected to a nearby macro cell tower with a wireless backhaul link [27].
We utilize Mobility Markov Chains to characterize the region-and-time dependent user de-
mand, which describes the number of users needed to be served. Based on the demand (will be
discussed in Section II-C), reward and cost of each task, the UAVs have to decide when and
where to provide wireless communication services in the T time slots. Note that the UAVs start
from the control station and need to go back the control station at the end of the serving duration
of T .
B. Tasks Model
For each region-time point, we define a task. Let K = {1, . . . , K} be the set of tasks, where
K = LT . We map a region-time point (l, t), l ∈ L, t ∈ T to a task index k ∈ K by the function
a(l, t) = l + L(t− 1). (1)
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Fig. 1: An example of the multiple-UAV assisted wireless communication system. Two UAVs start from control
station (CS) and provide services for ground users located in L = 9 regions. The red solid curve represents the
trajectory of UAV 1, which provides communication services first for region 2 and then region 1. The blue dashed
curve represents the trajectory of UAV 2, which serves region 6 and region 8 away from UAV 1’s service regions
in order to mitigate the mutual interference.
We describe the characteristics related to a task as follows.
Definition 1 (Task characteristics): Each task k ∈ K is associated with:
• The region lk ∈ L and time slot1 tk ∈ T .
• The reward ρmk ≥ 0 for UAV m ∈ M completing task k ∈ K. The reward is related to
other UAVs’ decisions (will be defined in Sec. II-E).
• The UAV’s potential location2 uk = (xk, yk, H), where H represents the constant altitude
of the UAVs. That is, each UAV can only be in the corresponding location while executing
a task.
• The user demand λk ≥ 0, which is the density of the users needed to be served in task
k (will be defined in Sec. II-C). We assume that the distribution of the users follows the
two-dimensional Poisson Point Process (PPP) Φ ∈ R2 [28]. The users are at the ground
level (i.e., zero altitude), so a user’s location is denoted by v = (x, y, 0), which is located
within the bounds of region lk.
To account for the impact of the interference between UAVs on the trajectory design, we will
1Each task k is generated at the beginning of the time slot tk. Note that the UAVs must fly to the region lk before the
beginning of the time slot tk so that it can execute the task. Otherwise, the UAVs cannot work on the task.
2Each region is assigned a UAV potential location. When executing task k, the UAVs can only stay in this location in region
lk.
7define the reward of each task as the average user throughput subject to the UAVs’ mutual
interference. First, we present the user demand and Air-to-Ground (A2G) channel model, on
which the reward depends.
C. User Demand
In practice, users change their locations over time, and they may belong to different regions.
To properly model the user mobility, we apply the widely adopted Mobility Markov Chains
(MMC) [24], [25] to estimate the number of the users needed to be served in the L regions,
which captures the user demand.
Specifically, we define the probability that a user leaves region i for region j as pij for i, j ∈ L.
Without loss of generality, we further define the region outside L as O. The user mobility is
given by a transmission probability matrix p = (pij, i, j ∈ R = L ∪ O). Based on MMC, only
the current user location is utilized to predict the next one. We suppose the initial number of
users at t = 1 is N(l, 1) for all l ∈ L. Therefore, the expected number of users of region l at
time slot t+ 1 is
E[N(l, t+ 1)] = E[N(l, t)] +
∑
j∈R\{l}
E[N(j, t)]pj,l − E[N(l, t)]
∑
j∈R\{l}
pl,j, (2)
where the second term on the right hand side represents the number of users arriving at region
l, and the third one is the number of users leaving region l. Based on the task model, we define
the user demand as λk = λa(l,t) = E[N(l, t)]/S(l) (in the unit of number of users per m2), where
S(l) is the area of region l.
D. Air-to-Ground (A2G) Channel Model
We assume that UAV m is executing task k. Based on the task model in Section II-B, the
location of UAV m is uk = (xk, yk, H), and the user’s location in region lk is v = (x, y, 0).
We assume that each UAV has the same type of directional antenna with beamwidth θ0, and
the main beam covers the region directly beneath the UAV. This coverage cone has a radius3
tan( θ0
2
)H . The interference beyond this coverage is negligible [27], [29].
As show in Fig. 2, when a user is in the coverage cone (θk ≥ 90◦− θ02 ), the path between the
UAV and a user can be a LOS path or a non-LOS (NLOS) path. The LOS probability, which is
3Note that this coverage cone can cover at least one region.
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Fig. 2: Coverage cone of the UAV.
related to the environment, the user’s and UAV’s location, and the elevation angle, is given by
[30]
PLOSk =
1
1 + ψ exp(−ζ[θk − ψ]) , (3)
where ψ and ζ are constant values determined by the type of environment, and θk is the elevation
angle. More specifically, θk = 180pi × sin−1(Hdk ), where dk = ‖uk − v‖ is the Euclidean distance
between UAV m and the user located in region lk. Due to the coverage of the directional antenna,
it will not generate interference to neighbouring regions that satisfy 0 ≤ θk < (90◦ − θ02 ). The
NLOS probability is PNLOSk = 1−PLOSk . The average channel gain [31] between the UAV and
the user is
gk =

(K0dk)
−α
η1PLOSk +η2P
NLOS
k
, if θk ≥ θ02 ,
0, otherwise,
(4)
where K0 = 4pifcc , fc is the carrier frequency, c is the speed of light, and α is the path loss
exponent of the link between the UAV and the user. Besides, η1 and η2 (η2 > η1 > 1) are the
excessive path loss coefficients in LOS and NLOS cases.
As all the UAVs share the same frequency band over each time slot, the user may receive
the interference from other UAVs. To avoid severe interference, we assume that each region can
only be served by one UAV per time slot. Let qm ∈ L ∪ {0} be the state of UAV m, where
qm = lk means that UAV m is at location lk executing task k, while qm = 0 represents that
UAV m is moving to other regions and not executing any task at this moment. Moreover, we
assume that the UAV m’s transmission power is Pm ≥ 0 if it is executing a task (i.e., qm ∈ L)
and Pm = 0 if the UAV is moving (i.e., qm = 0), and will not interfere other communication
9links. As a result, the received transmission rate of a user located in region lk from UAV m at
time tk is
rmk = log(1 +
Pmgk∑
n 6=m,n∈M,
qn 6=0
Pnga(qn,tk) +N0
), (5)
where N0 is the power of the additive white Gaussian noise. In the next subsection, we will
define the reward by averaging rmk over the position of a random user in region lk.
E. Reward Function
Based on (5), we define the reward as the average downlink throughput for all the users in the
region. By the PPP assumption, the user locations are independent and identically distributed,
so the average throughput can be computed by averaging rmk over the region [32]. Thus, the
reward of task k served by UAV m is
ρmk = β∆λk
∫∫
Dk
rmk dx dy. (6)
where β denotes the coefficient of the reward, and ∆ represents the fixed bandwidth that each
user is allocated under FDMA. Moreover, Dk = {(x, y)|
√
(x− xk)2 + (y − yk)2 ≤ f(x, y)} is
the region corresponding to task k. f(x, y) is a function that defines the distance between the
boundary and the center of the region. For example, if we consider a hexagonal topology as in
Fig.1, it is given by
f(x, y) =

√
3R
2 sin(θ∗k+
pi
3
)
, |θ∗k| < pi3 ,
√
3R
2 sin(θ∗k)
, pi
3
≤ |θ∗k| < 2pi3 ,
√
3R
2 sin(θ∗k−pi3 )
, 2pi
3
≤ |θ∗k| ≤ pi,
(7)
where θ∗k = arctan(
y−yk
x−xk ) is the horizontal angle, and R is the side length of each regular
hexagon.
F. Cost Function
The cost function takes into account both the energy consumption during flying and hovering4.
First, we define the propulsion power consumption of the rotary-wing UAVs5 with speed φ by
4Since the communication energy (in the order of a few watts) is usually much smaller than the propulsion energy (in the
order of hundreds of watts), we ignore the former in this paper.
5For the ease of exposition, we assume that all the UAVs adopt the same power consumption model. However, our proposed
algorithms in Section III and IV can be easily extended to the more general case with heterogeneous power consumption models.
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[20]
P (φ) = Λ0(1 +
3φ2
ω2
) + Λ1(
√
1 +
φ4
4χ4
− φ
2
2χ2
)
1
2 +
1
2
Λ2φ
3, (8)
where Λ0, Λ1, and Λ2 are three parameters related to air density and physical properties of the
rotor (e.g. rotor solidity and rotor disc area), ω denotes the tip speed of the rotor blade, and χ
is the mean rotor induced velocity in hovering.
When UAV m flies at a constant speed φm0 > 0, the power consumption of movement is
P (φm0 ). On the other hand, the UAV is hovering and executing a task, it is quasi-stationary when
executing a task, so the power consumption of hovering is P (0).
Assume that UAV m aims to perform task k′ ∈ K after completing task k ∈ K. The flying
distance between these two tasks can be expressed as dk,k′ = ‖uk−uk′‖. Based on the constant
speed φm0 , the flying duration is σ
m
k,k′ =
dk,k′
φm0
. We assume that the length of each time slot is
sufficiently small such that the flying duration can be quantized into several time slots, which
the length of one time slot is e. The interval between these two tasks is ξk,k′ = (tk′ − tk − 1)e.
Therefore, task k can be served by UAV m only when σmk,k′ ≤ ξk,k′ . For ease of illustration, we
define the moving time as
ξk,k′ = (tk′ − tk − 1)e ≥ 0, (9)
By assuming that each task requires one time slot to complete, the hovering time is
δk,k′ = e. (10)
Overall, we define the cost of UAV m to be the sum of the moving cost and the hovering cost
as
cmk,k′ = γ1P (φ
m
0 )ξk,k′ + γ2P (0)δk,k′ , (11)
where γ1, γ2 ≥ 0 represent the moving and hovering cost per unit watt of the UAV.
III. CENTRALIZED TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we focus on the UAVs’ trajectory design to maximize their total payoff.
In Section III-A, we describe the graph representation of the trajectory design problem. In
Section III-B, we study the single UAV trajectory design. We convert the graph so that we
can apply the shortest path (SP) algorithm to compute the optimal trajectory. Based on the SP
scheme, we construct a new graph in Section III-C, and propose the CRS scheme for multiple
UAVs’ trajectory design.
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A. Graph Representation of Trajectory Design
Based on the task characteristics in Section II-B, we define the graph associated with regions
and time slots as follows for each UAV m ∈M.
Definition 2 (Graph representation): Let Gm = (V , Em) be a graph. We define the set of
vertices V and the set of edges Em as follows. The vertex set contains all the region-time points
V = {(l, t) : l ∈ L, t ∈ T }. (12)
Each region-time point is associated with a reward ρma(l,t) defined in (6). The edge set contains
the feasible transitions of UAV m between any two different region-time points as
Em = {((l, t), (l′, t′)) : l, l′ ∈ L, t, t′ ∈ T , t′ > t, σma(l,t),a(l′,t′) ≤ ξa(l,t),a(l′,t′)}. (13)
From Section II-F, an edge ((l, t), (l′, t′)) ∈ Em exists only when UAV m can arrive in region l′
at time slot t′. Each edge is associated with the cost cma(l,t),a(l′,t′) defined in (11).
Next, we formulate UAV m’s trajectory design as the region-time route selection problem in
graph Gm. We define the feasible routes for UAV m as follows.
Definition 3 (Feasible route): Based on graph Gm, feasible route of UAV m is
sm = ((l
1
m, t
1
m), (l
2
m, t
2
m), . . . , (l
n
m, t
n
m)) ∈ Sm, (14)
where the vertex (lim, t
i
m) ∈ V , ∀i = 1, . . . , n, and the edge ((lim, tim), (li+1m , ti+1m )) ∈ E ,∀i =
1, . . . , n − 1. For the first region-time point (l1m, t1m), l1m represents the source and t1m = 1. For
the last region-time point (lnm, t
n
m), l
n
m represents the destination and t
n
m = T .
t  = 1 t  = 2 t  = 3 t  = 4 t  = 5 t  = 6
l ൌͳ
l ൌʹ
l ൌ͵
l ൌͶ
Fig. 3: Some examples of the UAV’s possible trajectories. The red solid line that represents the feasible route
of UAV 1 is s1 = ((3, 1), (1, 3), (1, 4), (3, 6)), and the blue solid line is the feasible route of UAV 2, which is
s2 = ((3, 1), (3, 2), (4, 4), (3, 6)).
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Example 1: We show an example in Fig. 3. We can see that the edge ((3, 1), (4, 2)) is
not feasible, because the UAV cannot arrive in region 4 before the beginning of the second
time slot. Besides, we have two feasible routes for UAV 1 and UAV 2, which are s1 =
((3, 1), (1, 3), (1, 4), (3, 6)) and s2 = ((3, 1), (3, 2), (4, 4), (3, 6)), respectively. In this example,
the source and destination are both in the same6 region (e.g. region 3).
We define V(sm) and E(sm) as the set of vertices and edges traversed by the route sm. For
example, the set of vertices of route s2 is V(s1) = {(3, 1), (1, 3), (1, 4), (3, 6)}, and the set
of edges is E(sm) = {((3, 1), (1, 3)), ((1, 3), (1, 4)), ((1, 4), (3, 6))}. The strategy profile s =
(s1, . . . , sM) ∈ S1 × · · · × SM is the strategies of all the UAVs. Therefore, the payoff (i.e., total
rewards minus total costs) that UAV m gets for choosing route sm in a strategy profile s is to
Um(s) =
∑
(l,t)∈V(sm)
ρma(l,t) −
∑
((l,t),(l′,t′))∈E(sm)
cma(l,t),a(l′,t′). (15)
The goal of the centralized trajectory optimization is to maximize the UAVs’ total payoff as
max
s
∑
m∈M
Um(s), (16)
which is an NP-hard problem. We first propose the shortest path (SP) scheme for the single
UAV trajectory design in Section III-B, which serves as the basis for the more general multiple
UAVs’ optimal trajectory design in Section III-C.
B. Single UAV Trajectory Design
For the single UAV trajectory design (i.e., M = 1), there is no interference caused by other
UAVs. According to (6) and (11), the reward and the cost can be pre-determined. Based on
graph Gm in Fig. 3, we suppose the red and blue solid line represent two feasible routes for the
single UAV. Since each vertex is associated with a reward and each edge is associated with a
cost, graph Gm is not a standard acyclic directed graph7. To handle this problem, we propose
the shortest path (SP) scheme as shown in Scheme 1.
6Note that the scheme we propose in Sections III-B, III-C and IV are suitable for an arbitrary source and destination.
7A standard acyclic directed graph is formed by a collection of vertices and edges, where the vertices are structureless objects
that are connected in pairs by edges. Each edge has an orientation, from one vertex to another vertex, and is associated with a
weight. However, each vertex is not associated with any weight [33].
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Step 1: Weight of edges
Step 2: Add a virtual vertex and a virtual edge 
1
4
(2)
(1)
(2)
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(1)
(2)
(2)
(2-3)
(1-3)
(2-0)
2
(1-1)
(2-4) (2-0)
(2-3)
(1-3)
(2-0)
Fig. 4: An illustration for the graph conversion from graph Gm to graph G∗m. Each vertex represents one task and
is associated with a reward (the number without a bracket). Each edge is associated with a cost (the number with
a bracket). The red and blue solid line represent two feasible routes for the single UAV.
We first convert it into a new graph G∗m, and apply the Bellman-Ford algorithm8 to find the
optimal route in problem (16), which takes the following steps.
1) The weight of edges: The newly defined edges incorporate both the rewards and the costs,
where the weight of an edge in graph G∗m as
wma(l,t),a(l′,t′) = c
m
a(l,t),a(l′,t′) − ρma(l′,t′). (17)
In this way, we will not associate any rewards with the vertices.
2) Add a virtual vertex and a virtual edge to graph G∗m: The UAV sets off from the control
station. We have the reward of the starting point ρma(l1m,t1m) defined in (14). We use Ω to
represent the virtual vertex, and add a virtual edge to connect it with the starting point (see
the third subfigure in Fig. 4). Therefore, the weight of this virtual edge is −ρma(l1m,t1m). We
use X to represent this virtual edge. Fig. 4 illustrates how these two steps convert graph
Gm into graph G∗m.
8We use Bellman-Ford algorithm, because it can compute the shortest path on a graph with both positive and negative edge
weight. We can use the Dijkstra Algorithm for our problem with the lower time complexity, but it needs one more step conversion.
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Algorithm 1: Shortest Path (SP) Algorithm
Input: Vertex set V in (12); Vertex reward ρma(l,t),∀(l, t) ∈ V in (6); Edge set Em in (13);
Edge cost cma(l,t),a(l′,t′),∀((l, t), (l′t′)) ∈ Em in (11);
1 Compute the weights of graph G∗m: wma(l,t),a(l′,t′) = cma(l,t),a(l′,t′) − ρma(l′,t′), ∀((l, t), (l′t′)) ∈ Em;
2 Add a virtual vertex Ω and a virtual edge X;
3 Run Bellman-Ford Algorithm in graph G∗m from source Ω to destination (lnm, T ) for the
optimal route s∗m;
4 Calculate payoff U(s∗m) = −
∑
((l,t),(l′,t′))∈E(s∗m)∪X
wma(l,t),a(l′,t′);
Output: Route s∗m.
3) Run Bellman-Ford Algorithm: Based on graph G∗m, the Bellman-Ford algorithm [33] is
applied from source Ω to destination (lnm, T ) (see Definition 3) to find the optimal route s
∗.
4) Conversion from cost minimization to payoff maximization: The minimal cost computed by
the Bellman-Ford algorithm is opposite to the maximum payoff. That is,
U(s∗m) = −
∑
((l,t),(l′,t′))∈E(s∗m)∪X
wma(l,t),a(l′,t′). (18)
Proposition 1: The UAV can determine its optimal route s within O(L3T 2) time.
Proof 3.1: The Bellman-Ford Algorithm has a time complexity O(V E) [33], where V and E
represent the number of vertices and edges, respectively. For graph G∗m, we have V = LT and
E =
T∑
i=1
L2(T − i). Therefore, the SP scheme has a time complexity O(L3T 2).
C. Multiple UAVs’ Trajectory Design
For the multiple UAVs’ trajectory design (i.e., M > 1), the reward of each task cannot be
pre-determined, because it is related to the states of all the UAVs. Therefore, we cannot obtain
graph Gm directly in this scenario.
As shown in Fig. 5, we first construct a new graph F = (A,J ) by considering the state vector
q = (q1, . . . , qM), qm ∈ L∪ {0}, which is defined in Section II-D. Let Q = {q1, . . . , qB} be the
set of all possible state vectors, where B =
∑M
m=0 C
m
M
N !
(N−(M−m))! represents the total number
of state vectors [34]. Similar to the discussion in Section III-B, we will define the vertex set,
vertex reward, edge set, and edge cost of the new graph F and compute the optimal trajectories.
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1) Vertex set and rewards of the new graph: Each vertex is represented by a state-time point
(q, t), and we define the vertex set A as
A = {(q, t) : q ∈ Q, t ∈ T }. (19)
The vertex reward of vertex (q, t) is the summation of each UAV’s reward in (6):
Υ(q, t) =
∑
m∈M
ρma(qm,t). (20)
2) Edge set and costs of the new graph: Each edge indicates changes in the UAVs’ states.
Before calculating the associated cost, we first analyze the condition for a feasible edge. For each
UAV, we need to record the starting region and the number of time slots it has been moving,
so that we can decide whether the edge exists or not. More specifically, we define a mobility
vector for each vertex (q, t) as I = (I1, . . . , IM), which decides whether the UAVs are moving
at time slot t. The element of mobility vector is
Im = 1{qm=0}, qm ∈ q, (21)
where 1{.} is the indicator function. We further define the state vector q = (q1, . . . , qM) for each
vertex (q, t), which records the starting region for each UAV. Moreover, we define the updating
mobility vector I = (I1 . . . , IM) for I to record how many time slots that each UAV is moving.
We consider that ((q, t), (q′, t+1)) is an edge connected vertex (q, t) and (q′, t+1)). We update
the state vector and the updating mobility vector for vertex (q′, t+ 1) as
q′m =
qm, if q
′
m = 0,
q′m, otherwise.
(22)
I
′
m =
I
′
m, if I
′
m = 0,
I ′m + Im, otherwise,
(23)
which records how many time slots each UAV is moving until the current time. According to
Section II-F, the condition for the feasible edges is
σma(qm,t),a(q′m,t+1) ≤ ξa(qm,t),a(q′m,t+1) + Ime, ∀qm ∈ q, q′m ∈ q′, Im ∈ I. (24)
It indicates that each UAV has to arrive in the corresponding regions of state q′ at the beginning
of time slot t+ 1.
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...
q = (0,0)
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q = (1,0)
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q = (3,3)
0
1
3
5
0
0
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2) (2)
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` I = (0,0)
` q = (3,3)
` I = (1,0)
` q = (1,3)
` I = (0,1)
` q = (1,4)
` I = (0,0)
` q = (1,4)
` I = (1,1)
` q = (3,3)
` I = (0,0)
...
...
...
...
 (0,0)
 (0,1)
 (0,2)
...
 (1,0)
 (0,9)
...
 (2,0)
...
...
 (3,3)
 (9,9)
Fig. 5: An example graph F of multiple UAV trajectory design. The route of UAV 1 and UAV 2 are
((3, 1), (0, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (0, 5), (3, 6)) and ((3, 1), (3, 2), (0, 3), (4, 4), (0, 5), (3, 6)), where 0 means the UAV is
moving for one time slot.
We define the set of edges as
J = {((q, t), (q′, t′)) : q, q′ ∈ Q, t, t′ ∈ T , t′ > t, σma(qm,t),a(q′m,t+1) ≤
ξa(qm,t),a(q′m,t+1) + Ime,m ∈M}.
(25)
Based on the aforementioned discussion, some UAVs’ states may be equal to 0, which means
they are moving for one time slot. On the other hand, some UAVs may be hovering for one time
slot to serve the corresponding regions. Therefore, the edge cost for ((q, t), (q′, t+ 1)) is
Φ(q, q′) =
∑
qm∈q′
γm1 (1{qm=0}e) +
∑
qm∈q′
γm2 (1− 1{qm=0})e. (26)
Example 2: In the pink solid route in Fig. 5, UAV 1 and UAV 2 are serving the same region
3 at t = 1. The state vector is q = (3, 3), and the updating mobility vector is I = (0, 0) because
both UAVs are providing services. At t = 2, UAV 1 is moving, and UAV 2 is still serving region
3. Therefore, the state vector, which records the starting region for all the UAVs, is q = (3, 3).
The updating mobility vector is I = (1, 0), which records UAV 1 is moving for one time slot.
Based on the movement speed and distance, we have that UAV 1 can arrive at region 1 after
flying for one time slot. According to (24), the second edge is feasible. Accordingly, the mobility
vector and state vector for each vertex in the route can be computed. Based on these two vectors,
we can be computed the pre-determined cost for each feasible edge by (26). In graph F , each
vertex is associated with a reward in (20), and each edge is associated with a cost in (26).
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Furthermore, the route of UAV 1 and UAV 2 are ((3, 1), (0, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (0, 5), (3, 6)) and
((3, 1), (3, 2), (0, 3), (4, 4), (0, 5), (3, 6)).
3) Feasible route in graph F: Based on graph F , the feasible route of all the UAVs is
s = ((q1, 1), (q2, 2), . . . , (qT , T )) ∈ S, (27)
where S represents the feasible route set for the UAVs in graph F . Also, we have the vertex
(qi, i) ∈ A, ∀i = 1, . . . , n, and the edge ((qi, i), (qi+1, i+ 1)) ∈ J , ∀i = 1, . . . , T − 1. For the
first state-time point (q1, 1), q1 represents the sources of all the UAVs. For the last state-time
point (qT , T ), qT represents the destinations of all the UAVs.
4) Multiple UAVs’ optimal trajectories: We define A(s) and J (s) as the set of vertices and
edges traversed by the route s. Therefore, the payoff U(s) that all the UAVs get for choosing
route s is equal to
U(s) =
∑
(q,t)∈A(s)
Υ(q, t)−
∑
((q,t),(q′,t+1))∈J (s))
Φ(q, q′), (28)
so that we can convert the original problem (16) into
max
s
∑
m∈M
U(s). (29)
In the graph F , with vertex set A in (19), vertex reward Υ(q, t),∀(q, t) ∈ A in (20), edge
set J in (25), and edge cost Φ(q, q′),∀q, q′ ∈ Q in (26) as input, we can adopts the ideas in
the SP scheme in Algorithm 1 to compute the optimal trajectories for multiple UAVs.
Proposition 2: Based on the SP scheme, multiple UAVs can determine their optimal route s
within O(N3MT 2) time.
Proof 3.2: The idea is similar to the proof of Proposition 1 with V = BT and E = B2(T −1)
in graph F .
Multiple UAVs’ centralized trajectory design is an NP-hard problem, which is computationally
complex to solve for large networks. Besides, it requires a central entity with the full knowledge
of the current state of the network and the ability to communicate with all UAVs at all time.
However, this might not be feasible in case the UAVs belong to different operators or in scenarios
in which the environment changes dynamically. Therefore, we next adopt a distributed trajectory
design in which each UAV decides autonomously on its trajectory.
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IV. DISTRIBUTED ROUTE SELECTION GAME
In this section, we first formulate the UAVs’ trajectory design problem as the Route Selection
Game (RSG), and then propose the distributed route selection algorithm (DRS). Our objective is
to develop a distributed approach that allows each UAV to choose its trajectory in an autonomous
manner.
A. Non-cooperative Route Selection Game
To avoid multiple UAVs from serving in the same region, which is inefficient due to their
severe mutual interference, we define the reward of task k as
%k(zk) =
β∆λk
∫∫
Dk
log(1 + Pmgk
N0
)dx dy, zk = 1,
0, zk = 0 or > 1,
(30)
where zk is the number of UAVs serving task k. The first line is the reward of task k served by
UAV m in (6) when there is no interference caused by other UAVs. Since each task can only
be served by one UAV, we define that the reward of task k will be 0 if multiple UAVs serve the
same task. According to (15), the payoff of UAV m with route sm is
U˜m(s) =
∑
(l,t)∈V(sm)
%a(l,t)(za(l,t)(s))−
∑
((l,t),(l′,t′))∈E(sm)
cma(l,t),a(l′,t′), (31)
where za(l,t)(s) is the number of UAVs providing services for task k = a(l, t) based on the
current route s.
Based on the graph representation in Section III-A, we formulate the multiple UAV trajectory
design as a RSG, where UAVs act as players to choose the available region-time routes.
Definition 4 (Route selection game): A route selection game is a tuple Γ = (M,S, (U˜m)m∈M)
defined by:
• Players: The set of UAVs M.
• Strategies: The set of routes of all the UAVs is S = S1 × . . .SM defined in (14).
• Payoffs: (U˜m)m∈M contains the payoff functions of the UAVs defined in (31).
Let s−m = (s1, . . . , sm−1, sm+1, . . . , sM) be the strategies of all the UAVs except UAV m.
For the RSG, we are interested in whether the UAVs can reach an equilibrium strategy profile
s = (sm, s−m), in which no UAV can further increase its own payoff by changing its strategy,
i.e., a pure Nash equilibrium of the game Γ.
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Definition 5 (Pure Nash equilibrium): A Nash equilibrium (NE) [35] of the game Γ is a
strategy profile s∗ such that
U˜m(s
∗
m, s
∗
−m) ≥ U˜m(sm, s∗−m),∀sm ∈ Sm, ∀m ∈M.
Definition 6 (Best response update): Given a strategy profile (sm, s−m), we say that strategy
s′m is a best response update for UAV m if it maximizes UAV m’s payoff. That is, s
′
m =
arg max
sm∈Sm
U˜(sm, s−m).
Definition 7 (Finite improvement property): A game possesses the finite improvement property
(FIP) [35] when each UAV’s best response update always converge to a pure NE within a finite
number of steps, irrespective of the initial strategy profile or the updating order of the UAVs.
The FIP implies that best response updating always lead to a pure NE, which implies the
existence of a pure NE [36], [37].
Theorem 1: Every route selection game possesses the FIP.
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix A.
B. Distributed Route Selection Algorithm
Based on the FIP, we propose a distributed route selection algorithm (DRS) as shown in
Algorithm 2, and which consists of the following steps.
Initialization: According to Definition 2 in Section III-A, we prepare the reward set V and
the cost set Em,∀m ∈ M (line 1). Since each UAV has different speed φm0 , we calculate the
edge cost cma(l,t),a(l′,t′),∀((l, t), (l′t′)) ∈ Em in (11) for all the UAVs (line 2). To obtain the vertex
reward %k(zk),∀k ∈ K in the next step, we need to find the feasible route set Sm for each UAV
m ∈M (line 3), and initialize the routes for all the UAVs s (line 4).
Best response update iteration process: At the iteration process, each UAV intends to maximize
its payoff by choosing an optimal route. For UAV m, we first calculate the number of UAVs
zk, who are serving task k, k ∈ K (line 7). Based on zk, k ∈ K, we calculate the vertex reward
%k(zk),∀k ∈ K (line 8). Then, we compute the payoff U˜m(sm, s−m) under current strategy profile
s and update zk, k ∈ K (line 9). Next, UAV m needs to find the optimal route based on the
current strategy of the others. We update the vertex reward %k(zk),∀k ∈ K and run the SP
algorithm to find the optimal route s′m (line 10-11), so each UAV can compute its best response
update within O(L3T 2) time from Proposition 1. If the new payoff U˜m(s′m, s−m) has improved
(line 13), the strategy of UAV m will be updated (line 14).
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Algorithm 2: Distributed Route Selection Algorithm (DRS)
Input: Task set K; UAV set M; user demand λk, k ∈ K; speed of the UAV φm0 ,m ∈M;
region set L; time set T ; UAV potential location for each task uk, k ∈ K; UAV
transmission power Pm,m ∈M; region side length R;
1 According to Definition 2, prepare the vertex set V in (12) and edge set Em,∀m ∈M in
(13);
2 Calculate the edge cost cma(l,t),a(l′,t′),∀((l, t), (l′t′)) ∈ Em,m ∈M in (11);
3 Based on Definition 3, find the feasible route set for all the UAVs Sm,∀m ∈M;
4 Initialize the routes for all the UAVs s := (s1, . . . , sM), sm ∈ Sm,∀m ∈M;
5 repeat
6 for each m ∈M do
7 Calculate the number of serving UAVs for all tasks k ∈ K : zk =
M∑
m=1
1{(lk,tk)∈sm};
8 Compute the vertex reward %k(zk),∀k ∈ K in (30);
9 Derive UAV m’s payoff:
U˜m(sm, s−m) =
∑
(l,t)∈V(sm)
%a(l,t)(za(l,t))−
∑
((l,t),(l′,t′))∈E(sm)
cma(l,t),a(l′,t′); (32)
Update za(l,t) := za(l,t) + 1,∀(l, t) ∈ V(s−m)\V(sm);
10 Based on (30), update the vertex reward %k(zk),∀k ∈ K;
11 Run Algorithm 1 (shortest path (SP) scheme) to obtain the optimal route
s′m = s
∗
m ∈ Sm;
12 Based on (32), update UAV m’s payoff U˜m(sm, s−m);
13 if U˜m(s′m, s−m)− U˜m(sm, s−m) > 0 then
14 Update the strategy profile s := (s′m, s−m);
15 until The strategy of each UAV does not change. That is, s′m = s∗m, ∀m ∈M;
Output: Strategy profile: s.
Output: This process repeats until the strategy profile s does not change any more, so it is a
pure NE.
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TABLE I: System Parameters
Parameter Description Value
P Transmission power of UAV 26 dBm [9]
H Altitude of the UAV 90 m [9]
θ0 Antenna beamwidth 2.7854 rad [27], [29]
fc Carrier frequency 2 GHz [9]
N0 Noise power −96 dBm [9]
α Path-loss exponent 2 [38]
η1, η2 Path-loss for LOS, NLOS 3, 23 dB [9], [38]
ψ, ζ Environment parameters 11.95, 0.14 [38]
Λ0,Λ1,Λ2 Rotary-wing UAV physical property 580.65, 790.67, 0.01 [20]
ω Tip speed of the rotor blade 200 m/s [20]
χ
Mean rotor induced velocity in hovering (see Equation
(2.12) in [39] and Equation (12.1) of [40])
7.2 [20]
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
In this section, we present the numerical results to evaluate the performance of our CRS and
DRS schemes. We first describe the basic simulation setting in Section V-A. Then, we discuss
the greedy path (GP) scheme and circular path (CP) scheme in Section V-B, which serve as the
benchmark schemes. We compare our proposed DRS scheme with these benchmark schemes in
Section V-C.
A. Simulation Setting
In our simulations, we consider the network topology as shown in Fig. 1. multiple UAVs
provide services for L = 9 seamlessly connected regular hexagonal regions with R = 150 m
side length. We consider T = 20 time slots. Moreover, we suppose UAV potential location uk is
the center of each region. The UAV control station is in region 3 (see Fig. 1). According to PPP,
ground users are independent and identically distributed in L regions, and the user transmission
probability matrix p in Section II-C has been provided. The ground users change their location
over duration T . We consider the rotary-wing UAVs, so that the propulsion energy consumption
is given by (8). Note that we assume all the UAVs have the same transmission power P . For
each set of parameters, we run the simulations 65 times with randomized UAVs’ sources and
destinations, and user demand in MATLAB. Other simulation parameters are listed in Table I.
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B. Benchmark Schemes
In our simulation, we compare our DRS scheme with two benchmark schemes.
Greedy path (GP) scheme: In the GP scheme, we assume that the UAVs makes a one-hop
optimal decision. That is, from the current region, each UAV aims to find the next step optimal
region, which results in the maximum payoff. More specifically, we first assume that the current
region and time slot of UAV m is (lm, t), lm ∈ L, t ∈ T . We define (l′m, t′), l′m ∈ L, t′ ∈ T as
a feasible region for UAV m to do the next step decision. Let L′ ∈ L be the next step feasible
region set. Next, we calculate the corresponding reward minus cost for each feasible region and
find the region l∗m ∈ L′ that results in the maximum payoff. Note that for each step UAVs make
their decisions one by one. Mathematically, the GP scheme can be formulated as
arg max
l∗m∈L′
ρa(lm,t) − ca(l∗m,t∗),a(lm,t)
subject to σma(l∗m,t∗),a(lm,t) − ξa(l∗m,t∗),a(lm,t) ≤ 0,∀m ∈M.
(33)
Circular path (CP) scheme: In the CP scheme, the UAVs provide services for each region
periodically during the duration of T . For the fairness of the users in different regions, the UAVs
have the pre-determined circular flight trajectory [19], [26]. In the simulations, we assume that
the UAVs serve the regions in a periodic manner in the pre-determined order of the region. For
instance, we consider two UAVs providing services for 9 regions. UAV 1 and UAV 2 both start
from the UAV control station (region 3), and they also need to go back before time T . The
trajectories for UAV 1 and UAV 2 are 3, 2, 1, 4, 7, 3 and 3, 5, 8, 9, 6, 3, respectively.
C. Performance Analysis
In this subsection, we provide numerical results to evaluate the performance of our proposed
CRS and DRS schemes.
Impact of transmission power: We study the impact of the UAV transmission power on the
total payoff of M = 2 UAVs. In Fig. 6, we plot the total payoff against the UAV transmission
power P among all four schemes. First, we observe that the total payoff increases with the
transmission power. It is because the average user throughput (i.e., the reward) increases with
the transmission power P under the antenna interference mitigation technique discussed in
Section II-D. Moreover, We can see that our DRS scheme achieves the highest payoff compared
to the benchmark schemes. Also, the DRS scheme achieves almost the same payoff as the CRS
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scheme (optimal scheme) when P ≤ 15 dBm, and achieves 95% payoff comparing with the
CRS scheme when P = 50 dBm.
Impact of movement speed: Fig. 7 shows the relationship of the total payoff and the UAV
movement speed φ0. First, we observe that the total payoff increases with the movement speed.
It is because the UAVs have more feasible routes as speed φ0 increases, and more tasks can be
served by the UAVs. However, when the movement speed increases beyond 100 km/h, the total
payoff slightly decreases. It is because the reward (i.e., the average user throughput) will not
increase further with a higher speed, while the energy consumption cost P (φ0) in (8) increases
with speed (φ0). Overall, we can see that the DRS scheme achieves the highest payoff among
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the two benchmark schemes.
Impact of the number of UAVs9: Fig. 8 shows the impact of the number of UAVs on the
average payoff per UAV. First, we can observe that the average payoff per UAV decreases with
the number of UAVs. The reason is due to the increase in interference and contention among
the UAVs. Also, it can be seen that the DRS scheme has the highest average payoff among the
GP scheme and the CP scheme. Since the UAVs do one-hop optimal decisions, they will miss
some tasks when making decisions Therefore, the GP scheme has poor performance.
Convergence of the DRS scheme: In Fig. 9, we study the convergence of the DRS scheme.
We consider that M = 4 UAVs providing services for L = 36 regions with the same speedφ10 =
φ20 = φ
3
0 = φ
4
0 = 50 km/h. All these UAVs start from the UAV control station (region 3) at the
same time, and they need to come back at time T . We plot the actual payoff Um(s) in (31)
of each UAV m after each iteration in Algorithm 2. We can see that each UAV’s payoff first
oscillates and converges finally to an equilibrium point as we have proven in Theorem 1.
Energy efficiency: Fig. 10 shows the impact of the number of UAVs on the average energy
efficiency, which is defined as the average user throughput divided by the energy consumption.
We can see that the DRS scheme achieves the highest energy efficiency among the GP scheme
and the CP scheme. For the GP scheme, since the UAVs do one-hop optimal decisions, they will
miss some tasks when making decisions, which reduces their rewards. For the CP scheme, the
UAVs serve the regions periodically. The regions with higher rewards have no priority, therefore,
9We do not include the CRS scheme (optimal scheme) in Fig. 8 and 10, because it is computationally intensive to consider
M > 3.
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the total reward will be reduced, which limits the energy efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we bring the user mobility into the UAVs trajectory design, while considering the
propulsion energy consumption and interference mitigation. Specifically, we defined the average
user throughput as the reward for a UAV to serve a region and the propulsion energy consumption
as the cost. We formulated the UAVs’ trajectory design as a route selection problem in an acyclic
directed graph. For centralized trajectory design, we proposed the SP scheme for the single-UAV
case and the CRS scheme to systematically compute the optimal trajectories for the multiple-
UAV case, which is an NP-hard problem. Thus, we proposed the DRS scheme for the distributed
trajectory design and proved that it will converge to an equilibrium point within a finite number
of iterations. Simulation results showed that the DRS scheme achieves the highest payoff and
the energy efficiency as compared with the benchmark GP and CP schemes.
For the future work, we will consider the impact of the tasks’ delay tolerance in some practical
scenarios. For example, each user has a buffer to store the tasks have not been executed. It is
challenging to solve this problem since the user demand is affected by task generation probability
and the delay tolerance time.
VII. APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
We first need to show that the RSG is a potential game defined as follows:
Definition 8 (Potential game): RSG is a potential game if there exists an exact potential
function Ψ(s) such that [35]
Ψ(s′m, s−m)−Ψ(sm, s−m) = U˜m(s′m, s−m)− U˜m(sm, s−m),∀sm, s′m ∈ Sm,m ∈M. (34)
We know that a finite game with an exact potential function has the FIP, which is based on
Lemma 2.5 in [35].
In our RSG, we define the potential function as
Ψ(s) =
∑
(l,t)∈V(s)
za(l,t)(s)∑
q=1
%a(l,t)(q)−
∑
m∈M
∑
((l,t),(l′,t′))∈E(sm)
cma(l,t),a(l′,t′), (35)
where za(l,t)(s) represents the number of UAVs providing ervices for task k = a(l, t) based on
current strategy profile s. We aim to show that this potential function and the payoff function
in (31) satisfy (34).
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To show that Ψ(s) is a potential function, we first separate the potential function and the
payoff function into two parts.
ΨV (s) ,
∑
(l,t)∈V(s)
za(l,t)(s)∑
q=1
%a(l,t)(q), (36)
and
ΨE(s) ,
∑
m∈M
∑
((l,t),(l′,t′))∈E(sm)
cma(l,t),a(l′,t′), (37)
so that the potential function in (35) can be represented as
Ψ(s) = ΨV (s)−ΨE(s). (38)
Similarly, we define
U˜Vm(s) ,
∑
(l,t)∈V(sm)
%a(l,t)(za(l,t)(s)), (39)
and
U˜Em(s) ,
∑
((l,t),(l′,t′))∈E(sm)
cma(l,t),a(l′,t′), (40)
such that the payoff function in (31) of UAV m can be represented as
U˜m(s) = U˜
V
m(s)− U˜Em(s). (41)
We know the current strategy profile is s = (s1, . . . , sM), and the UAV m changes its strategy
from sm ∈ Sm to s′m ∈ Sm. Therefore, the new strategy profile is s′ = (s′m, s−m). According
to (38) and (41), we have
Ψ(s′m, s−m)−Ψ(s) = ΨV (s′m, s−m)−ΨE(s′m, s−m)−ΨV (s) + ΨE(s)
= ΨV (s′m, s−m)−ΨV (s)−
(
ΨE(s′m, s−m)−ΨE(s)
)
= (ΨV (s′m, s−m)−ΨV (s))−
(
U˜Em(s
′
m, s−m)− U˜Em(s)
)
.
(42)
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The last item U˜Em(s
′
m, s−m)− U˜Em(s) = ΨE(s′m, s−m)−ΨE(s) is true, because only the route of
UAV m changes. For the first item, we have
ΨV (s′m, s−m)−ΨV (s) =
∑
(l,t)∈V(s′)
za(l,t)(s
′)∑
q=1
%a(l,t)(q)−
∑
(l,t)∈V(s)
za(l,t)(s)∑
q=1
%a(l,t)(q)
=
∑
(l,t)∈V(s′)\V(sm)∪V(s′m)
za(l,t)(s
′)∑
q=1
%a(l,t)(q)−
∑
(l,t)∈V(s)\V(sm)∪V(s′m)
za(l,t)(s)∑
q=1
%a(l,t)(q)
+
∑
(l,t)∈V(sm)∩V(s′m)
za(l,t)(s
′)∑
q=1
%a(l,t)(q)−
∑
(l,t)∈V(sm)∩V(s′m)
za(l,t)(s)∑
q=1
%a(l,t)(q)
+
∑
(l,t)∈V(sm)\V(s′m)
za(l,t)(s
′)∑
q=1
%a(l,t)(q)−
∑
(l,t)∈V(sm)\V(s′m)
za(l,t)(s)∑
q=1
%a(l,t)(q)
+
∑
(l,t)∈V(s′m)\V(sm)
za(l,t)(s
′)∑
q=1
%a(l,t)(q)−
∑
(l,t)∈V(s′m)\V(sm)
za(l,t)(s)∑
q=1
%a(l,t)(q)
=
∑
(l,t)∈V(s′m)\V(sm)
za(l,t)(s
′)∑
q=1
%a(l,t)(q)−
∑
(l,t)∈V(sm)\V(s′m)
za(l,t)(s)∑
q=1
%a(l,t)(q)
= U˜Vm(s
′
m, s−m)− U˜Vm(s).
(43)
Based on our RSG, za(l,t)(s′), (l, t) ∈ V(s′)\V(sm) ∪ V(s′m) is the same as za(l,t)(s), (l, t) ∈
V(s)\V(sm) ∪ V(s′m). Similarly, za(l,t)(s′), (l, t) ∈ V(sm) ∩ V(s′m) equals to za(l,t)(s), (l, t) ∈
V(sm) ∩ V(s′m). Furthermore, V(sm)\V(s′m) represents the vertices on the route sm but not on
the route s′m. Thus, za(l,t)(s
′), (l, t) ∈ V(sm)\V(s′m) is 0, and there is no reward for these vertices.
In addition, V(s′m)\V(sm) represents the vertices on the route s′m but not on the route sm. For
the same reason, za(l,t)(s), (l, t) ∈ V(s′m)\V(sm) is 0. Therefore, equation (43) is established.
Substituting equation (43) into equation (42), we have
Ψ(s′m, s−m)−Ψ(sm, s−m) = U˜m(s′m, s−m)− U˜m(sm, s−m),∀sm, s′m ∈ Sm,m ∈M. (44)
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